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THE TRINITY SESSION:
Select Examples of
Narrative Led Design and Creation

The Second Noordgesig Boys Brigade perform during the #ArtMyNoordgesig Park Gala and Glow in the
Dark Soccer Event. (2017) Image: Mark Straw
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#ArtMyJozi is a place-making through art initiative implemented along the transit-orientated development corridors in
Johannesburg. Since July 2017 #ArtMyJozi has developed a four-stage creative journey along the corridors, consisting of
creative exchange workshops, design workshops, creative public events, production of artworks, and implementation of
artworks in the public realm.
The JDA, as lead implementing agent of the City Of Johannesburg appointed The Trinity Session in 2017 as
curator/coordinator for all creative place-making processes along The Development Corridors. The various ongoing
#ArtMyJozi campaigns are geared towards collective community orientated artistic projects -employing collective
participatory design processes that seek to enrich the energetic streets of Johannesburg, with a contemporary approach
to place-making in the city and its neighbourhoods along the Corridors.
Below are the key neighbourhoods and transport links where #ArtMyJozi has developed networks and gathered stories or
implemented associated artworks:

Interactive Temporary Sculptures and Murals used to gather stories, iconography
and symbols associated with the neighbourhood to generate an intergenerational
story –#ArtMyNoordgesig Park Gala and Glow in the Dark Soccer Event. (2017)
Image Thusi Vukani
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Sports and Heritage themed spaces for performed stories – the #ArtMyNoordgesig Park Gala and Glow in
the Dark soccer event. (2017) Image Zivanai Matangi
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#ArtMyNoordgesig Oral Histories:
After numerous creative workshops, community storytelling sessions and meetings, the late Mama Betty Glover was
identified by the contributing community of Noordgesig as a significant community icon. Following these
engagements, the #ArtMyJozi crew and The Trinity Session embarked on a journey of interviewing and archiving oral
histories –in total approximately 43 oral history interviews were conducted in 2018, with a number of them resulting
in special narratives about ‘’Mama Betty Glover’’ –one of the most important series of interviews conducted was with
the Glover family who contributed their time, energy and numerous special memories about their mother and
grandmother. A call was also placed to the community to share any images that they may have of Mama Betty Glover
and the response was overwhelming, a number images, newspaper articles, and other artefacts were submitted.
We are deeply grateful to the Glover family for their support and for welcoming us into their home and sharing their
memories of Mama Betty Glover. In summary the impact of Mama Betty Glover’s story is reflected in numerous
murals which have been implemented under the umbrella of #ArtMyJozi in Noordgesig and they create visual
connectivity across they neighbourhood and a reminder of Mama Betty Glovers dedication, care and respect for her
community and what she has inspired in others.

Mama Glover’s legacy has been captured in numerous artworks around
Noordgesig, namely a mural on the Church, and on the local spaza shop.
The image on the left hand of page was supplied by the Glover Family.
The murals were implemented by the local #ArtMyNoordgesig artists. A full
list of artists can be provided upon request.

Visual Research Archive - #ArtMyJozi 2017. Performed by
Mantanla Nkoaste, documented by Zivanai Matangai.
Featured in Urban Chemistry 2019.

Mantala Nkoatse & Zivanai Matangi, My Body is a
Museum (Wall Gap), 2019, Digital Photograph, 42 ×
29.7 cm, Edition of 8. David Krut Projects, New York.

URBAN CHEMISTRY, NEW YORK, 2019
URBAN CHEMISTRY
CREATIVE PLACEMAKING IN JOHANNESBURG
Featuring: Zivanai Matangi, Thusi Vukani, Senzo , Senzo Bongwana, Sparks Napoli
Mantal Nkoatse and Stephen Hobbs
DAVID KRUT PROJECTS/NEW YORK
Through photography, video and street performance, the #ArtMyJozi ‘creative crew’ has been instrumental in
telling the stories of individual and collective lives lived along the Louis Botha transit corridor in Johannesburg. The
intersecting and cross cutting of history, memory and shifting generations of inhabitants, forged out of one of the
richest gold fields in the world, has in recent years given rise to a new generation of creative voices carving out
their own sense of identity and place.
While living and working in Johannesburg presently, these artists stem from South Africa’s various provinces,
Limpopo, Kwa Zulu Natal and across the border from Zimbabwe, reinforcing the perception that Johannesburg can
offer better economic opportunity and a better life. Urban Chemistry is both a survey of the people and
topography of a number of development sites along the Louis Botha Corridor and the pronouncement of a group
of emerging multi-talented creatives.
Extract from press release 2018, provided by Stephen Hobbs, Trinity Session, Co-Director.

ART MY ORANGE GROVE 2017-2020
Paterson Park Upgrade Area (#ArtMyJozi)
The artworks programme for Paterson Park was launched in 2018, with a performance titled Birds of the Grove,
written and directed by Myer Taub and performed by a diverse collective of artists from the area. This process led
to a series of prototype designs, and historical and contemporary narratives of the Orange Grove area. These artists
have been engaged again in 2019, through a series of creative workshops focused on visual narratives and
collaboration. The outcomes of these workshops will be used to finalise the designs for artworks which will be
implemented in the Paterson Park upgrade area.

Performance of Birds of
the Grove, 2018
Images: Zivanai
Matangai/Thusi Vukani

ART MY BRIXTON 2017-2019
For our artworks programme in Brixton, we
engaged with a group of women from the
Somalian community. During our workshops
with this group, food and pride in traditions
became a communication mechanism. With this
in mind we provided a number of spices which
are used in their traditional dishes, we
discussed texture, smell and difference – using
these as a tool to address diversity and
differences between ‘’home’’ and their new
‘’home’’. We used the spice as a metaphor
which describes travelling across landscapes
and also represents the women's role as care
giver in the family – cooking and providing
comfort for their children. Loosely based on the
work of Bernie Searle, this workshop was the
most successful in opening up a communication
channel between the ArtMyJozi crew and the
women of this community.
Outcomes from this workshop were translated
into a façade treatment and wooden sculpture.
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Re-creation Space
Re-creation Space is an initiative centred on
youth-generated place making. The project
seeks to re-create existing public spaces by
seeing them through the imaginative eyes of
the children that inhabit them. Re-Creation
Space is inspired by the broader context of
The Trinity Session’s place making through
art initiatives along the Louis Botha Transit
Oriented Development Corridor: a
Johannesburg Development Agency initiative
which falls under the umbrella of
#ArtMyJozi.
Re-Creation Space recruited 20 participants
from the Orange Grove area between the
ages of 5 and 11, to embark on a creative
journey. This was comprised of a two part
workshop, whereby participants reimagined
public spaces through drawing, making, and
storytelling. This resulted in a performative
instillation at the Orchards Project, titled: A
Jozi Fairy-Tale. Re-creation Space is a
collaboration between Play Africa, the
Orchards Project, and The Trinity Session,
funded by the National Lotteries
Commission.

RECREATION SPACE, 2019

Re- Creation Space Performance (2018)
Image: Zivanai Matangai/Thusi Vukani

Re- Creation Space Set Design (2018)
Design provided by: Trace Studios
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As part of the Diepsloot Public Environment
upgrade, we implemented a series of public
artworks to compliment a pedestrian walkway.
These artworks were conceived by the
Muzomuhle School pupils and artists from the
community.
Generated in community based workshops, the
artwork uses imagery of the animal kingdom to
tell a story of the every-day struggles of life in
Diepsloot.
In a community driven performance early in July,
the ideas generated by the work-shop process
were performed in a carnival style street
procession, produced by the Diepsloot Arts and
Culture Network.
Commissioned by the Johannesburg Development
Agency, and created by The Trinity Session, Sticky
Situations, Diepsloot Arts and Culture Network
and the Muzomuhle Primary School. (Extracted
from Press Release: Diepsloot Environmental
Upgrade Artworks Program)

One poem inspires the design of the performance and final outcomes for the program.

S BEND MURAL, LOUIS BOTHA AVENUE, 2019
The S Bend Mural is the largest mural in Johannesburg, covering 3000sqm
along Louis Botha Avenue, cutting through the suburbs of Yeoville, Houghton,
and Orange Grove. The mural was implemented by a collective of 14
professional artists, who were assisted by a crew of emerging street artists.
The design evolved out of a collaboration between the artist collective,
community workshops and history and heritage specialists. Each phase of the
project was shared with the community via social media, and an exhibition at
the Spark! Gallery, whereby the public was invited to contribute and
comment on the design.
These communal inputs ensured that the mural speaks to a broader audience
from the surrounding areas, while touching on key historical events that have
shaped Louis Botha Avenue as we know it today; such as Ndebele cattle
traders from Zimbabwe who travelled along the road in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries, the Alexandra bus boycotts of 1957, and key heritage
architecture sites such as The Dolls House and the old Fire Station.
The S Bend Mural is instituted by the City of Johannesburg, Department of
City Transport, and the Johannesburg Development Agency, who appointed
the Trinity Session as curator/coordinator for all placemaking through art
along the transit orientated corridors falling under the umbrella of
#ArtMyJozi.

